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Easy Inlay
Ring Sizing Guide

Finger Size And Measuring:
Your ring should fit snug enough that it will not fall off, but loose enough to slide over your knuckle. If your 
knuckle is much larger than the base of your finger, be sure to measure both the base of your finger and your 
knuckle. Then select a size between the two to allow enough room to comfortably slip the ring over your 
knuckle. Finger size changes depending on the time of day and the weather. For best results, measure your 
finger size at the end of the day and when your fingers are warm.
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Paper Ring Sizer:
Print and carefully cut out the paper 
ring sizer. Cut along the dotted line to 
make a slit as indicated in the 
diagram. Slip the end (A) through the 
slit (B), and place the sizer around your 
finger. Pull the end so it slides to a 
comfortable but snug fit (see photo).

Measuring With String:
Wrap a piece of string snugly around 
your finger for an accurate measure-
ment. After you have determined the 
size by wrapping the string around 
your finger, compare your measure-
ment to our ring sizing chart. For the 
most accurate fit we recommend that 
you have someone help you measure.

Ring Sizing 
Chart

Place a ring over the 
circle making sure 

the inside of the ring 
lines up with the 

outside of the circle. 
If you are between 

sizes, order the 
larger size.
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